Ligand-Directed N-Sulfonyl Pyridone Chemistry for Selective Native Protein Labeling and Imaging in Live Cell.
Advances in biocompatible organic chemistry applicable for endogenous protein modification under live-cell conditions have been longed as these can produce an important tool for the elucidation of a variety of biological phenomena. However, there are still various obstacles to be overcome, such as the limited repertories of the reaction modes, the slow reaction kinetics, and the insufficient specificity for endogenous protein modification. We have recently reported a new type of affinity-based labeling technique termed ligand-directed (LD) chemistry that does not need any genetic manipulation, which shows a sharp contrast with other strategies including peptide/enzyme-tag methods or bioorthogonal chemistry-based methods. Here we describe the general principles of LD chemistry using N-sulfonyl pyridone (SP) as a new reactive group (LDSP chemistry) that allows for endogenous protein sulfonylation with the higher labeling rate and specificity, relative to our previously reported LD chemistry on the surface of and the inside of live cells. The detailed protocols of LDSP chemistry for carbonic anhydrase labeling and imaging in vitro and in living cells are explained.